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Light-year - Wikipedia The light-year is a unit of length used to express astronomical distances and measures about 9.46 trillion kilometres or 5.88 trillion miles. As
defined by the International Astronomical Union (IAU), a light-year is the distance that light travels in vacuum in one Julian year (365.25 days. What is a light year?
Find out. | Space | EarthSky A light-year is how astronomers measure distance in space. Itâ€™s defined by how far a beam of light travels in one year â€“ a distance
of six trillion miles. How Long is a Light-Year? - Glenn Research Center How Long is a Light-Year? The light-year is a measure of distance, not time. It is the total
distance that a beam of light, moving in a straight line, travels in one year.

Light Years Jewelry Light Years is a jewelry and accessory store based in North Carolina with a large selection of unique and fun jewelry. We specialize in sterling
silver jewelry. Light-year | Definition of Light-year by Merriam-Webster Light-year definition is - a unit of length in astronomy equal to the distance that light travels
in one year in a vacuum or about 5.88 trillion miles (9.46 trillion kilometers). How to use light-year in a sentence.
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